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Abstract

There is a large body of research indicating that L2 learners often have trouble with the word form. Learners often transfer their
L1 processing routines over to the L2 in their attempt to process the L2 forms, whether those routines are appropriate to the L2 form
system or not. This study explores the problems of learning L2 vocabulary word form by focusing on Arabic-speaking ESL learners.
These learners have been shown to have difficulties with the spelling of English vowels in general (‘vowel blindness’). This study
explored the relative difficulty of short and long English vowels for these learners. Our results show that Arabic speakers have more
problems with short vowels than long ones. The results also show that they are able to notice spelling errors in which the English
vowel is missing (conclsion) somewhat better than when the vowel is represented by the wrong letter (imprave). These results
suggest that Arabic speakers process English short and long vowels in a way similar to their L1, which affects their ability to spell
and recognize English words. The study concludes by providing an additional analysis of the participants’ overall spelling errors.
� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

1.1. The importance of word form and lower-level processing

The first step in the vocabulary acquisition process is establishing an initial form-meaning link, and this is what the
vast majority of vocabulary materials and activities attempt to do. However, a common assumption seems to be that
learning the meaning is of key importance, while the form element is either downplayed or disregarded. In fact, there
is a large body of research indicating that L2 learners often have trouble with the word form. For example, Laufer
(1988) studied words with similar forms and found that some similarities were particularly confusing for students,
especially words that were similar except for suffixes (comprehensive/comprehensible) and for vowels (adopt/adapt).
Similarly, Bensoussan and Laufer (1984) found that a mis-analysis of word forms, which looked transparent but were
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not, sometimes led to misinterpretation. Their L1 Hebrew learners interpreted outline (which looks like a transparent
compound) as ‘out of line’, and discourse (which looks as if it has a prefix) as ‘without direction’. Moreover, it is not
only the forms of the words themselves that can lead to problems. Regardless of the word itself, if it has a large
orthographic neighborhood, that is, there are many other words that have a similar form in the L2 (e.g., van Heuven
et al., 1998), it makes confusion more likely. For example, the word takemay not be difficult in itself, but the fact that
there are many other similar forms in English can lead to potential confusion (tape, tale, tame, lake, sake, tack).

Furthermore, the importance of what is sometimes referred to as lower-level processing starting with letter/
phoneme processing skills in both L1 English (Adams, 1990, for L1 English; Goswami and Bryant, 1990: 1e26, for
other L1s) has been reasserted in initial reading. In other words, recognizing words in any text rests on the rapid and
simultaneous cognitive processing of salient orthographic features in the target language. Therefore, if lower-level
processing skills at the word-level are insufficient or inadequate, then reading speed and/or comprehension will be
negatively affected. In this sense, efficient word-level processing skills are an essential prerequisite for word
recognition which undoubtedly affects ESL reading proficiency (Fender, 2003, 2008). Recently Randall (2009: 116)
has further stated that “word recognition is the major factor involved in SL reading and becomes the essential site
where bottom-up and top-down processes unite”.

Unfortunately, processes of decoding print in English by adult ESL learners and its effect on ESL reading has
received very little attention in either ESL reading or psycholinguistic research, and therefore within ELT method-
ologies (Fender, 2008; Randall, 2009). However, the relationship between spelling knowledge and reading skills has
been confirmed in a recent study conducted by Fender (2008) in which he concludes: “the emergence of ESL word
recognition abilities involving phonological and orthographic decoding skills plays a major role in ESL reading
development, and that is in part independent of ESL oral proficiency and general vocabulary knowledge”.

Spelling knowledge also has an obvious role in writing. In particular, the word recognition skills mentioned above
in regards to reading come into play when learners proofread their drafts, where the ability to identify misspelled
words is at a premium. Thus, accurate word recognition skills are important for both receptive and productive uses of
language.
1.2. The effect of L1 on the acquisition of L2 form

One reason that people can learn their L1 so easily is that the mind becomes attuned to the features and regularities
in the L1 input (Doughty, 2003; Ellis, 2006). This developmental sharpening applies to the word form as well, as
people become attuned to the particular set of phonemes and graphemes1 in their L1, and the ways in which they
combine. This specialization makes L1 processing efficient, but can cause problems when there is an attempt to
process an L2 in the same way. For example, in two languages with some very different characteristics, English
speakers use mainly stress to parse words in the speech stream, while French speakers rely more on syllable cues.
Cutler and her colleagues have found that both French and English speakers used their L1 cue processing strategies
when learning the other language as an L2, causing problems for both groups (e.g., Cutler et al., 1986; Cutler and
Norris, 1988). The same type of mismatch between L1 cue processing strategy and the form system of the L2 has
been found in the processing of written language, for example, between Chinese and English (e.g., Koda, 1997, 1998).
What this means is that learners have to learn new oral and written forms in the L2, and they may also have to develop
a new way of processing those forms. The effect of this shows up in laboratory experiments, where de Groot (2006)
found that L2 words that match L1 orthographical and phonological patterns are easier to learn and are less susceptible
to forgetting than L2 words that are unlike L1 words.

Moreover, there is substantial evidence that L1 word recognition strategies develop differently across different
orthographies which will, in turn, influence the development of ESL spelling knowledge. In 2006, Figueredo reviewed
twenty-seven studies that investigated the influence of ESL learners’ first language on the development of English
spelling skills. He outlined two main findings of this review. First, the studies provide evidence that L2 learners rely on
their knowledge of L1 phonological and sound-to-spelling correspondence, and this can influence L2 development
either positively or negatively. The direction of influence depends on the degree of similarity between the two
1 A grapheme is the orthographic symbol which represents a single phoneme. A phoneme is the minimal contrastive sound unit in a language.

This grapheme may consist of one alphabetic letter (e.g., ¼ <e> in the word region) or multiple letters (e.g., ¼ <ee> in sleep).
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languages’ phonologic/orthographic systems. “Where similarities exist, positive transfer may provide the ESL learner
with a knowledge advantage. Where differences exist, negative transfer may temporarily occur until English norms are
learned and consistently applied” (Figueredo, 2006: 899). For instance, L1 transfer of phonological processes is
a strategy that is extensively used by Arabic-speaking ESL learners (Fender, 2003). Second, the studies that looked at
the development of ESL spelling found that this reliance on L1 spelling knowledge becomes less as learners progress
in the acquisition of L2 English spelling norms. He also concludes that these studies found the transfer of L1 cognitive
processes, linguistic processes, literacy skills, and meta-linguistic skills to ESL spelling. These findings are consistent
with the theoretical hypotheses regarding the interdependence between L1 and L2 (e.g., Cummins, 1981) in which L2
literacy skills are influenced by the different writing systems of the L1s.
1.3. Problems of Arabic-speaking learners of English

The influence of L1 on the ESL word recognition and spelling is clearly evidenced by research conducted on native
Arabic speakers learning English. This influence was first studied by Randall and Meara (1988) who conducted three
studies in which they found that native Arabic speakers react to Roman letters in the same way they react to Arabic
letters, which is very different than the way native English speakers react to Roman letters.

To better understand this, let us first review the differences between English and Arabic orthographies. Both
English and Arabic languages belong to a sound-based type of writing system in which phonemes are represented
by graphemes. However, the major difference between the two languages rests in the nature of their writing
systems. First, English is alphabetic and Arabic is consonantal (Bassetti and Cook, 2005: 5). Second, the
respective writing systems also differ in degree of transparency. Arabic is very consistent with almost a 1:1
phoneme-grapheme representation, and so the sound-symbol correspondences are relatively transparent. On the
other hand, while English does have some consistent phoneme-grapheme representation, it also has inconsistent/
more complex representations, and so the sound-symbol correspondences are relatively more opaque than in
Arabic.

English has a total of 26 letters. The 24 consonants in English are written by 21 of these letters and the 11 vowels
(apart from diphthongs) written by 5 of the letters (see Table 1) (Carney, 1994; Wells, 2008). Modern Standard Arabic,
on the other hand, has 28 letters, with its 28 consonants written by these 28 letters. However, what is unique about the
Arabic writing system is that it represents its 6 vowels (apart from diphthongs) differently depending on whether they
are long or short. Arabic has 3 long vowels written by 32 of the 28 letters, but its 3 short vowels are not written,
although they are sometimes indicated by diacritical marks (see Table 2) (Nasr, 1963).

When reading in Arabic without diacritics (i.e. without representation of short vowels), readers must not only
utilize the consonant spelling and phonological information in the graphic display, but they must rely on extra-lexical
information such as morphological knowledge, syntactic knowledge, and sentence and discourse contexts (Abu-
Rabia, 2002).

Although English always represents its vowels in writing, English readers are also able to use such contextual
knowledge to ‘fill in’ vowels if they are missing: nglsh spkrs cn ndrstnd wrds wrttn ntrly wtht vwls, spclly whn thy cm n
sm knd f cntxt.3 However, this can slow down the fluency of the reading. In contrast, research has shown that written
word processing strategies operate more efficiently in the absence of diacritical vowel information (i.e. short vowels)
(Koriat, 1985, for Hebrew; Roman and Pavard, 1987, for Arabic). Roman and Pavard (1987) recorded eye movements
of a group of native Arabic speakers when reading both vowelized (with diacritical marks) and unvowelized (without
diacritical marks) Arabic texts. Their results indicated that the participants demonstrated more fixations per word for
the vowelized texts and overall slower reading speed. They concluded that the presence of diacritic vowels in Arabic
texts might create perceptual noise that slows reading. Given the difference in whether vowels are always written or
not, it is not surprising that readers and writers of English and Arabic differ in their degree of reliance on vowel
information. Beside the anecdotal evidence, there have been a few isolated studies that have examined the devel-
opment of English visual orthographic and word recognition skills among native Arabic ESL learners. Ryan and
2 The Arabic letters , and are not only used to represent the long vowels , and , but also to represent the glottal /ʔ/ and
the semi-vowels /ɯ/ and /ʝ/.
3 English speakers can understand words written entirely without vowels, especially when they come in some kind of context.



Table 1

Summary of the English long and short vowels with examples.

Short vowels Long vowels

kit, bid, hymn fleece, sea, machine

dress, bed, ten goose, two, blue

trap, bad, cat article, partner, target

love, strut, ugly record, north, law

foot, good, put nurse, stir, courage

lot, odd, wash

These examples were taken from Wells (2008).
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Meara (1991) conducted a small study using a same-different matching judgment task with a group of native Arabic
ESL learners and a corresponding comparison group of ESL learners. The task involved a 1-second presentation of
relatively long words consisting of 10 letters (e.g., department, experiment, revolution, photograph), followed by
a 2-second blank screen, and then the presentation of the word in either its correct spelling, or incorrect spelling with
a vowel missing in one of four positions. The ESL participants were instructed to decide whether the second
presentation of the word was the same (i.e. correct spelling) or different (i.e. incorrect spelling with missing vowel).
Ryan andMeara found that the Arab ESL participants made significantly more errors in all conditions compared to the
non-Arab ESL group, but also took significantly longer to make the same-different judgments. Consequently, they
concluded that L1 Arabic literacy affects the ability of Arab ESL learners to extract and process some of the vowel
information encoded in the graphic display. They argued that Arabic speakers may use a mental representation of
English words that ignores vowels and relies heavily on consonantal segments. For that reason they seem to develop
lexical spelling representations that specify consonants and lack accurate vowel spellings. In short, they suggest that
the L1 Arabic language processes lead to a type of ‘vowel blindness’ when processing English.

Some years later, Hayes-Harb (2006) conducted a replication to Ryan and Meara’s (1991) study using 10 L1
Arabic, 10 L1 non-Arabic, and 10 L1 English participants. She also included another stimulus condition in which
consonants were deleted to serve as a control, in an attempt to determine whether Arabic-speaking ESL learners are
less sensitive to deleted vowels than consonants. She found that the deleted vowels were recognized significantly
faster than the deleted consonants, but that this result obtained for all of the groups, (i.e. also the L1 English and non-
Arabic groups), not just the Arabic speakers. However, the Arabic responses were significantly slower than those of
the other groups, indicating slower processing overall. She argued that the distinction between the vowels and the
consonants is an indication of the visual saliency of the vowels relative to the consonants. However, this conclusion is
rather contradictory and incompatible with what is considered salient for Arabs, i.e. consonants. Hayes-Harb
acknowledges that her small numbers of participants per group may have affected her results, and so she con-
ducted a second experiment with 15 participants per group. While still investigating the allotment of visual attention
to vowel and consonant letters while reading passages in English, in the second study she used a letter detection task.
The participants were asked to identify all instances of a target letter (e.g., circle all instances of the target consonant
letter t and the target vowel letter o) while reading a text for comprehension. She concluded the results of this task
provided some evidence that native Arabic speakers are less aware of vowel letters in English texts than either control
group.

Fender (2003) also found that native Arabic ESL speakers were significantly slower than a group of proficiency-
matched Japanese ESL speakers in a lexical decision task (i.e. an isolated word recognition task), though the Arab
group was significantly more accurate in integrating words into larger phrase and clause units and comprehending
them. He concluded that Arab ESL learners appear to have less fluent ESL word recognition skills due to over reliance
Table 2

The Arabic short and long vowels with their graphemes.

Short vowels spellings Long vowels spellings

not spelled but sometimes represented by the diacritical mark:

not spelled but sometimes represented by the diacritical mark: or

not spelled but sometimes represented by the diacritical mark:
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on phonological processing skills which is a problem since English has many inconsistencies and irregularities in its
orthography. In a later study, Fender (2008) also found that Arab students scored significantly lower in a spelling test
and a reading test than a comparison group of non-Arab ESL learners.

In summary, in all studies, Arab ESL learners always demonstrate a more serious problem with English spelling
compared to any other ESL learner group, which consequently affects their word recognition ability and reading
proficiency. Whether the problem is because of English vowels, consonants, over relying on phonological processing
etc., it seems very clear that Arabs rely extensively on cognitive strategies related to spelling and word recognition,
which are strongly influenced by their L1 Arabic language spelling and word recognition strategies. This effect is clear
in the initial stages of their ESL literacy development, but seems to persist into upper-intermediate levels. The L1
cognitive strategies could be summarized as follows:

1. Extensive reliance on phonological processing of individual letters in reading and writing which hinders or slows
down the acquisition and processing of words as wholes.

2. A focus on the more salient features in a word, that is consonants, and a sometimes inadequate awareness of
vowels in English.
1.4. Research questions

The ‘vowel blindness’ identified in previous research motivates the present study. Previous studies only explored
vowels in general, but given the different characteristics between long and short vowels in Arabic (i.e. fully rep-
resented in text vs. represented only by diacritics or not at all), it seems reasonable to posit that long and short
vowels in English might be processed differently by Arabic speakers. This issue is explored by the main research
question:

1. As short vowels receive special treatment in Arabic orthography, is there any difference in the processing of
short and long vowels of English by Arabic ESL learners?

Any potential processing difference would have practical implications, such as when Arabic ESL learners attempt
to identify vowel-based spelling errors in their compositions. The study also explores two types of vowel spelling
error:

2. Which type of vowel spelling error is more difficult to identify and correct by Arabic ESL learners: when
a vowel is missing (absolutely: absoltely) or when it is present but incorrect (absolotely)?

The spelling errors in the study will also be submitted to additional analysis, and six recurrent types of spelling
errors identified.
2. The study

2.1. Participants

Twenty four native Arabic-speaking males (N ¼ 11) and females (N ¼ 13) participated in the study. These
participants were enrolled in the EAP programme at a British university, in order to meet the university’s required
level of English language proficiency as a condition for acceptance for postgraduate studies. The participants came
from two preparatory levels offered by the programme: Academic 1 (AE1) (N¼ 9) and Academic 2 (AE2) (N¼ 14).
The minimum IELTS scores required for entry into AE1 is IELTS 4.50 and AE2 is 5.0, while students who pass AE2
are expected to achieve a minimum 5.5. In addition, one participant was a part time MA student already enrolled at
the university. The number of months spent studying in the UK is ranged from 1 to 15 months (M ¼ 8, SD ¼ 3.93).
Therefore, the estimated general level of the participants ranged between intermediate and upper-intermediate
levels.
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2.2. Materials

Wewished to compare two primary sets of English vowels, namely short vowels and long vowels,4 focusing on four
short vowels, , , , and , and four long vowels, , , , and . A total of 40 target words were chosen
containing the short vowels and another 40 words containing the long vowels; in other words, ten words were chosen
for each vowel. Both sets of target words followed general criteria. One was to select words that would be familiar and
known by students at an intermediate level of ESL proficiency. Therefore, target words were selected from the first
four 1000-word frequency bands in the British National Corpus, that is, they were among the 4000 most frequent
words in British English. The only exceptions were the words ‘evaluation’ and ‘hamburger’ (BNC-5000), ‘departure’
(BNC-6000), and ‘jumbo’ and ‘luggage’ (BNC-7000), which were assumed, and later judged by pilot test participants,
as being familiar and known to the eventual study participants. The second criterion was to avoid choosing as much as
possible a target vowel that was part of a derivational spelling. Errors would be less likely to occur because these high-
frequency derivational suffixes would be more likely to be known, e.g., the -al in electrical. Finally, all words had to be
at least two syllables long, except for the correct condition, because errors in monosyllabic words would be more
salient and noticeable (see Fender, 2003). Based on personal interviews with pilot participants similar to the eventual
main study participants, all words were judged as familiar and known by Arab learners at this level. Because stress is
particularly salient perceptually (e.g., it lengthens the vowel, and stressed vowels are not deleted or reduced), we
checked to ensure that the number of stressed/unstressed vowels in the target words were balanced across short and
long vowels and across Incorrect and Missing conditions. The complete list of target words for the short vowels is
given in Appendix 1 and for the long vowels in Appendix 2.

The spelling test consisted of 80 simple sentences made up of high-frequency vocabulary in which the target words
were embedded. Each set of target words for each target vowel was presented in the following three conditions: correct
(N ¼ 2) (e.g., We usually have dinner in the evening), incorrect (N ¼ 4) (e.g., I need to study more to imprave my
English), or missing (N ¼ 4) (e.g., I need to write a conclsion for my research project). For the ‘Incorrect’ condition,
the target letter was replaced by another letter which resulted in a nonword being produced (e.g., reli-
gion/ relagion). For the ‘Missing’ condition, the letter representing the target short/long vowel was simply omitted.
The spelling of the target vowel phonemes was checked using the Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells, 2008).

2.3. Procedure

All participants were given oral instructions on the test. They were told that the 80 sentences on the test were all
grammatically correct, but that some contained one spelling error, while others did not. They were instructed to mark
as ‘Correct’ sentences with no spelling errors. For sentences with an error, they were asked to cross out the misspelled
word and write its correct spelling in a space provided beside the sentence. They were also instructed not to consult
any dictionary and that there was no time limit for the test. (These instructions were also written on the first page of the
test.) Finally, they were asked to fill in the background information section at the top of the first page. Most participants
did the test under the supervision of the first researcher, but four completed it at home, after specifically agreeing not to
consult any reference, and to bring it back the next day. The tests from these ‘home’ participants were checked and the
errors observed were very consistent with the other participants’ errors. It took about 20e30 min to complete the test.

2.4. Scoring

The tests were scored twice, once for noticing the incorrect letter of the target vowel in the Incorrect condition or
the missing letter of the target vowel in the Missing condition, and once for recalling the correct letter for the target
vowel in both conditions. Since all participants marked all the Correct sentences as correct, the scoring was only for
the Incorrect and Missing conditions. The participants scored one point (1) for noticing the mistake of the target vowel
letter, and no points (0) for not noticing it. Likewise, they scored one point for being able to recall and produce the
correct letter of the target vowel, while they scored no points for not recalling and producing the correct spelling, or
producing an incorrect letter for the target vowel.
4 English short and long vowels differ not only in duration but also in quality, for instance, is more centralized than .
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For instance, there were some cases in which the participant noticed the incorrect/missing vowel and recalled the
correct letter for it, but at the same time made an error in another letter in the word. For example, execlusively for
exclusively (presented in the test as exclasively) and captin for captain (presented as cptain). This was scored as 1 for
correct noticing and 1 for correct recall since we were mainly interested in whether the participants were able to
notice/recall the wrong/correct letter of a particular short/long vowel in a word. The other spelling errors were later
considered in a later analysis of overall spelling errors. A complete list of the produced errors by the participants is
provided in the Appendix 3.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Overall vowel awareness

As can be seen in Table 3, the percentage of mean noticing of incorrect or missing target vowels is 67.13%, which
means about a third of errors were not noticed. As could be expected, the ability to correct these errors by recalling and
inserting the correct vowels was even lower, averaging 59.11%. The overall poor performance of participants on the
test (i.e. the failure to recognize spelling error and recall its correct form, even though all target words were well
known and familiar), clearly supports the often-reported finding that Arabs experience serious difficulty in English
spelling and word recognition skills (e.g., Fender, 2003, 2008; Hayes-Harb, 2006; Ryan andMeara, 1991). However, it
is interesting to note that all vowels in the Correct condition were marked as correct. Given that Arabs’ L1 literacy
skills involves relying on syntactic, semantic and discourse contexts when recognizing words in texts (Abu-Rabia,
2002), Arab ESL learners may overcome word recognition problems when reading (where the words are all spel-
led correctly) by relying on context, but might experience much greater difficulty in recalling the correct form when
writing, and in recognizing the spelling errors in their own compositions.

3.2. Knowledge of short vs. long vowels

Comparing the two types of vowels, the participants were able to both notice and recall spelling errors with long
vowels better than those with short vowels. The advantage for long vowels was about sixteen percentage points for
both scoring conditions. This was statistically significant with large effect sizes in both conditions: noticing (paired-
samples t-test: t (23)¼ 6.77, p< .001 (two-tailed), eta squared¼ .67) and recall (paired-samples t-test: t (23)¼ 6.81,
p < .001 (two-tailed), eta squared ¼ .67). Moreover, two two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to
explore the impact of vowel length (short and long) and target vowels ( , , , , , , , and ) in both
scoring conditions: noticing and recall. There was a significant interaction between vowel length and target vowels for
both scoring conditions: noticing, Wilks Lambda¼ .64, F (3.21)¼ 3.93, p< .05, partial eta squared¼ .36; and recall,
Wilks Lambda¼ .67, F (3.21)¼ 3.39, p< .05, partial eta squared¼ .33. Post-hoc comparisons using multiple paired-
samples t-tests indicates that the advantage of long over short vowels was significant with large effect sizes for all
minimal pair comparisons (short vs. long , short vs. long , and short vs. long ) for both noticing and
recall conditions (all paired-samples t-tests p < .005, except short vs. long recall p < .05; all eta squared
�.26).

Two additional two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to explore the impact of vowel length (short
and long) and testing conditions (Missing and Incorrect) on both scoring conditions: noticing and recall. There was
a significant interaction between vowel length and testing conditions for both scoring conditions: noticing, Wilks
Lambda¼ .32, F (1.23)¼ 50.12, p< .001, partial eta squared¼ .69; and recall, Wilks Lambda¼ .32, F (1, 23)¼ 49,
Table 3

Noticing and recall scores of the target vowels.

Noticing Recall

M SD Max % M SD Max %

Short vowels 18.50 6.21 32 57.81 16.42 5.85 32 51.31

Long vowels 23.67 5.25 32 73.97 21.42 5.73 32 66.94

All vowels 42.96 10.74 64 67.13 37.83 11.00 64 59.11
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p < .05, partial eta squared ¼ .68. Post-hoc comparisons using multiple paired-samples t-tests indicates that the
advantage for long over short vowels held in the Missing and Incorrect conditions with large effect sizes for both
noticing and recall scores (paired-samples t-tests, all p < .005 except Missing/recall p < .05; all eta squared �.34
except Missing/recall ¼ .16).

On the basis of the consistently higher scores of the long vowels in all different comparisons, a clear answer to the
first research question emerges. Although the Arab participants in this study definitely had problems with long vowels
(about one-quarter of the errors were not noticed and about one-third were not corrected), the situation was much
worse for short vowels. Over 40% of these were not noticed and nearly half were not corrected. The results move our
understanding beyond the general vowel blindness of Arabs for English vowels (established by Randall and Meara
(1988) and Ryan and Meara (1991)), and demonstrate that the type of vowel also matters, i.e. short vowels are
significantly more difficult for Arab speakers. Our study was not designed to identify the causes of the particular
difficulties with short vowels, but it seems that long vowels are somehow more salient than short vowels, and the
difference in the Arabic L1 system (short vowels are either not written or indicated only by diacritic marks) seems
a likely explanation.

3.3. Awareness of incorrect vs. missing vowel letters

The second research question concerns which of two types of vowel spelling error is more noticeable and recallable
for Arab learners: when a vowel is incorrect or when it is missing?

The results showed that the difference between the Incorrect and Missing conditions is significant only in noticing,
but not in recall. The Missing condition is significantly more noticeable (paired-samples t-test: t (23) ¼ 2.17, p < .05
(two-tailed), eta squared ¼ .16) than the Incorrect condition. However, in terms of recall, there is no significant
difference between the scores of the two conditions (Table 4).

Thus, the Missing condition is significantly more noticeable than the Incorrect condition. This means that our Arab
participants were better able to notice a missing vowel than an incorrectly spelled one. There might be more than one
reason for this. Arabs appear to transfer their L1 orthographic processing to English and so seem to be more sensitive
to consonants than vowels (Ryan and Meara, 1991). If so, it is possible that they might develop some orthographic
skills related to consonant clustering rules in English. Therefore, a consonant cluster that breaks one of these
phonotactic rules (because of a missing vowel) might be relatively salient. This possible interpretation may explain
why Arabs’ response times to the deleted vowels condition were similar to the deleted consonant condition in Hayes-
Harb’s (2006) study.

Another possibility is that Arabs tend to perceive the many different vowel graphemes as equal in written English.
In other words, the term ‘vowel blindness’ proposed by Ryan and Meara in 1991 may mean the inability to distinguish
between different vowel letters due to the many variations of their spellings and the complexity of their orthography
relative to the high consistency of their L1 Arabic orthography of vowels. This highlights the difficulty of achieving
native-like phoneme-to-grapheme mapping in an L2. This mapping involves at least two steps: acquiring the set of
phonemes in the L2, and acquiring their orthographic representation. L2 learners may have difficulty with either or
both steps.

3.4. Analysis of the main spelling errors

According to He and Wang (2009), the bulk of L1 writing literature clearly indicates that errors made by young
beginning L1 spellers are developmental rather than random mistakes, and are a by-product of phonological pro-
cessing and an overgeneralization of particular grapheme-phoneme principles that are already mastered.
Table 4

Noticing and recall scores of the Incorrect vs. Missing conditions.

Noticing Recall

M SD Max % M SD Max %

Incorrect 20.88 5.85 32 65.25 18.50 5.85 32 57.81

Missing 22.08 5.22 32 69.00 19.33 5.39 32 60.41
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Thus, generally speaking, L1 “spelling errors are predominantly phonetically accurate.” (Bosman and Van Orden,
1997: 174).

However, the relatively small amount of research that focuses on L2 spelling indicates that the causes of errors are
more complicated and harder to interpret. For example, Nassaji (2010) investigated the development of spelling and
orthographic knowledge in a child ESL learner from Grade 1 through Grade 4. His longitudinal case study suggests
that, due to the high degree of variability in the learner’s misspelling behavior, “the performance of this ESL learner
can be best explained by a spelling model that views the path of spelling development as strategic, overlapping and
wave-like rather than truly stage-like” (p. 77).

While beginning L2 spellers also rely on phonological processing and application of some grapheme-
phoneme principles, this reliance also seems to be affected by their L1 processing routines (as clearly illus-
trated in the current study with the distinction between long and short vowels made by Arab speakers). In fact,
Haggan (1991) compared spelling error profiles of Spanish, Arabic and English language groups. The different
profiles obtained from this comparison led him to suggest the need for further cross-linguistic studies on this
particular issue. Interestingly, he also found that for all language groups, the highest proportion of errors per-
tained to vowels.

The current study presented the opportunity to conduct additional analyses of the other types of spelling errors
which the participants produced while doing the recall part of the test. Six types of errors were extracted and iden-
tified: the first two seem to be shared by beginning L1 and L2 spellers, and the following four seem to be specific to
Arab speakers as they are identified by doing a contrastive analysis of the Arabic and English orthographic and
phonological systems (for more and detailed contrastive analysis of English and Arabic, see Nasr (1963) and Smith
(2001)):

1. Extensive reliance on phonological processing with 1:1 phoneme-letter representation as a result of the transfer
of L1 Arabic’s orthographic and literacy skills strategies. Examples are: absolotly, captin, completly, monky,
rigon, extremly.

2. Vowels, in general, seemed to create confusion for our participants, since the Arabic orthographic and linguistic
systems, unlike English in which vowel information are very important, rely heavily on consonants. This
confusion is very clear in the following examples, in which we can observe random choice of vowels: hobet,
hapet, hibet, rewerd, solation, unieferm, lauggage, lagguage.

3. Vowel insertion in consonant clusters that breaks the Arabic’s rules of clustering. Since Arabic mostly does not
have three-segment clusters, Arabic speakers faced with the challenge of such consonant clusters often tend to
insert short vowels in order to assist pronunciation as in the following examples: execlusively, partener,
extermerly, extermely.

4. Confusion between short and short since the Arabic phonological system does not have the short sound
. Many participants seemed to consider as another variation of . Examples are: relegion, coplix, cili-

bration, celibrate, devorced.
5. Confusion between long and long . The participants also seemed to consider as another phonetic

variation of since the Arabic phonological system does not recognize as a phoneme. Examples are:
solotion, absolotely.

6. Confusion between /p/ and /b/ since the Arabic phonological system does not have /p/ (though it may be
considered as an allophone (a phonetic variant) of the phoneme /b/ in some spoken dialects). Our participants
showed signs of considering /p/ as another phonetic variation of /b/. Examples are: jmpo, apsoltly.

This brief report of the additional analysis of error types clearly shows that, aside from what has been found in the
present study regarding the dichotomy of short and long vowels, there is much more to understand about the range of
errors types that Arabs produce.

4. Conclusion

This study clearly demonstrates that learning the L2 form is not straightforward, and shows how it may be made
more difficult due to the influence of L1 processing routines. It suggests that vocabulary material designers and
instructors should provide more direct exercises and instruction that help L2 learners in their acquisition of form. As
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an example, some Arabs have considerable difficulty with selecting or recognizing vowels, especially short vowels, in
reading or writing due to orthographic and literacy saliency strategies transferred from their L1; therefore, ESL
teachers of Arabs as well as ESL syllabus and material designers for Arab countries should pay more attention to the
type of spelling instruction and exercises given to this particular group of learners. For example, teachers may find it
useful to explicitly explain the difference between their students’ L1 strategies and how these may negatively affect
their progress in spelling. Specifically, short vowels seem problematic, and so may require additional attention, or
perhaps even a different type of instruction than long vowels. Especially for Arab learners, focusing on the ‘form’ part
of the form-meaning link may be an essential element of pedagogic facilitation.
Appendix 1. The target short vowels with their target graphemes and the target words with their conditions.
Vowel Grapheme Target IPA transcription with stress Presentation Condition

<i>

gift gɪɪft gift
Correct (#2)

pink pɪɪsk pink

religions ril ˈ̍ɪɪdʒʒəənz relagions Incorrect (#4)

habit ˈ̍hæbɪɪt habet

assistance əəˈ̍sɪɪstəəns assastance

divided dɪɪˈ̍vaɪɪdəəd devided

minimum ˈ̍mɪɪnɪɪməəm minmum Missing (#4)

responsibility riˌ̩spɒɒnsəəˈ̍bɪɪləəti responsiblity

difficult ˈ̍dɪɪfɪɪkəəlt diffcult

visitor ˈ̍vɪɪzɪɪtəər vistor

<e>

lesson ˈ̍lesəən lesson
Correct (#2)

success səək ˈ̍ses success

interesting ˈ̍ɪɪntəərestɪɪs interisting Incorrect (#4)

celebrate ˈ̍seləəbreɪɪt cilebrate

attendance əəˈ̍tendəəns attindance

electrical iˈ̍lektrɪɪkəəl elictrical

expensive ɪɪk ˈ̍spensɪɪv expnsive Missing (#4)

objective əəb ˈ̍dʒʒektɪɪv objctive

complex ˈ̍kɒɒmpleks complx

second ˈ̍sekəənd scond

<a>

marks mɑɑrks marks
Correct (#2)

travel ˈ̍trævəəl travel

hamburger ˈ̍hæmˌ̩bɝɝːːgəər humburger Incorrect (#4)

graduate ˈ̍grædʒʒueɪɪt gruduate

marriage ˈ̍mærɪɪdʒʒ merriage

calculate ˈ̍kælkjuleit culculate

imagination ɪɪˌ̩mædʒʒɪɪˈ̍neɪɪʃʃəən imgination Missing (#4)

automatic ˌ̩ɔɔːːtəəˈ̍mætɪɪk automtic

evaluation iˌ̩væljuˈ̍eɪɪʃʃəən evluation

captain ˈ̍kæptɪɪn cptain

<u>

<o>a

luck lʌʌk luck
Correct (#2)

drug drʌʌg drug

luggage ˈ̍lʌʌgɪɪdʒʒ laggage Incorrect (#4)

monkey ˈ̍mʌʌski mankey

ugly ˈ̍ʌʌgli agly

budget ˈ̍bʌʌdʒʒɪɪt badget

introduction ˌ̩ɪɪntrəəˈ̍dʌʌkʃʃəən introdction Missing (#4)

result riˈ̍zʌʌlt reslt

product ˈ̍prɒɒdʌʌkt prodct

jumbo ˈ̍dʒʒʌʌmbəəʊʊ jmbo

a Just for ‘monkey’.
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Appendix 2. The target long vowels with their target graphemes and the target words with their conditions.
Vowel Grapheme Target IPA transcription with stress Presentation Condition

<e>

<e..e>

non-final <ee>

sleep sliːːp sleep
Correct (#2)

even ˈ̍iːːvəən even

region ˈ̍riːːdʒʒəən ragion Incorrect (#4)

completely kəəmˈ̍pliːːtli complately

immediately ˈ̍ɪɪmiːːdiəətli immadiately

seriously ˈ̍siːːriəəsli sariously

frequently ˈ̍friːːkwəəntli frquently Missing (#4)

secret ˈ̍siːːkrəət scret

extremely ɪɪkˈ̍striːːmli extrmely

experience ɪɪkˈ̍spiːːriəəns exprience

<u>

<u..e>

<oo>

food fuːːd food
Correct (#2)

room ruːːm room

cartoon kɑɑːːr ˈ̍tuːːn cartin Incorrect (#4)

solution səəˈ̍luːːʃʃəən soletion

exclusive ɪɪkˈ̍skluːːsɪɪv exclasive

improve ɪɪmˈ̍pruːːv imprave

conclusion kəənˈ̍kluːːʒʒəən conclsion Missing (#4)

absolutely ˈ̍æbsəəluːːtli absoltely

institution ˌ̩ɪɪnstɪɪˈ̍tuːːʃʃəən instittion

evolution ˌ̩evəəˈ̍luːːʃʃəən evoltion

<a>

glass glɑɑːːs glass
Correct (#2)

bathrooms ˈ̍bɑɑːːqruːːmz bathrooms

graphic ˈ̍grɑɑːːfɪɪk gruphic Incorrect (#4)

article ˈ̍ɑɑːːrtɪɪkəəl erticle

partner ˈ̍pɑɑːːrtnəər pertner

target ˈ̍tɑɑːːrgəət turget

massage ˈ̍mæsɑɑːːʒʒ massge Missing (#4)

remarkable riˈ̍mɑɑːːrkəəbəəl remrkable

alarm əəˈ̍lɑɑːːrm alrm

departure diˈ̍pɑɑːːrtʃʃəər deprture

<or>

<ar>

<a> before/l/

small smɔɔːːl small
Correct (#2)

fork fɔɔːːrk fork

record riˈ̍kɔɔːːrd recard Incorrect (#4)

divorced dɪɪˈ̍vɔɔːːrst diverced

important ɪɪmˈ̍pɔɔːːrtəənt impertant

report riˈ̍pɔɔːːrt repart

reward riˈ̍wɔɔːːrd rewrd Missing (#4)

transportation ˌ̩trænspɔɔːːˈ̍teɪɪʃʃəən transprtation

historical hɪɪˈ̍stɔɔːːrɪɪkəəl histrical

uniform ˈ̍juːːnɪɪfɔɔːːrm unifrm
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Appendix 3. Errors made by the participants arranged alphabetically.
Correct form Error Correct form Error Correct form Error

automatic outomatic difficult diffecult luggage lugges

lagguge

absolutely absouletely evolution evaluation (2) laggege

absolotely (2)a evoluation laggeg

absolately lauggage

absoulately evaluation evlouation lagguage

absoltely

absolutly (2) excellent excellant marriage merrage

absolotly

apsoltly exclusively execlusively massage message (2)

exclosively massege (3)

budget baket exclassively

buddegt monkey monky

badgut extremely extramely (2)

baduget exteremly minimum minimum

bidget extermely

extremly (5) objective objcative

captain captin (5) extremily

extrimely partner partener

calculate colculate(2)

colcuate (2) frequently frequantly product prodect (2)

calcolate

culcalate habit hobet region rigon

hapet

a . Error frequency in parentheses.
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